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*******************************************************************************

Issue #16 has arrived, and only a month or so behind schedule.

Thanks to all for the responses re: Issue #15 - your comments enclosed.

Till Raether's post especially seems to be right on track.

While waiting in line at my favorite local record haunt, I decided to

pick up the most recent CMJ on a whim, mainly because there was an feature

on the Apples in Stereo inside (prognosis: a great band in theory). Anyway, 

once the shrinkwrap was torn away, lo and behold, there was an article 

hidden inside, written about an author's reflections on Swoon - cool 

coincidences abound.  Guilt-free, I've enclosed it in this issue (they 

didn't review a particular indie-pop release they received last year, so 

I think it's a fair trade  :).   Either way, good article. (Thanks to 

Chris Sweet <csweet@gte.net> for the heads-up).

Also, mid-January, there was talk regarding another Prefab Greatest Hits,

as spotted on the Intergalactic Garage page.  The following text taken

w/permission from Bedford's page (thanks again):

-----------------

In December I heard a rumor of yet another new Sprout LP. A new compilation 

of the Sprout's Greatest Hits was being advertised at Intergalactic Garage. 

Their advance sale page carried this listing: 

PREFAB SPROUT BEST OF  CD (UK) 01/30/98 [$24.95] $22.50

         New compilation

So I contacted Kitchenware Records and asked them a bunch of questions. 

Here's what they told me: 

Q: Is there a new Greatest Hits album coming out, or will it be the long 

overdue b-side album? 

A: There has not been a new greatest hits album released. Perhaps...

[the above listing] is just the old Greatest Hits package. Unfortunately, 

Kitchenware are not going to release a 'b' sides album. 

Q: Any more Andromeda Heights singles coming out? Any chance the album 

will be released in the U.S.? 

A: There will not be another single released from Andromeda Heights. 

There's no news on Andromeda Heights being released in America. 
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Q: What is the band up to? 

A: Paddy is at present working on new material. Martin is still teaching. 

Wendy is still teaching. 

And that's the latest news, as of January 17, 1998.

- Bedford

-------------------

That's all for the intro.  On with the show.

- Ryan, who's still waiting for a Prefab/jazz combo version of "Nightingales".

*******************************************************************************

(Article from 2/98 issue of CMJ ... thanks CMJ)

GEEK LOVE: Prefab Sprout by Franklin Bruno

Thirteen years after the fact, I'm not sure what possessed me to spend my 

meager record allowance on an import copy (with its gorgeous silvery 

gatefold, absent from the later domestic issue) of Prefab Sprout's first 

album.  If I read an enticing review, I don't recall where, and I 

certainly didn't hear the record on the local college station, which 

favored New York noise over Dublin pop.  It may simply have been the five 

huge italicized letters S W O O N on the cover that practically commanded 

me to find out what was inside.

But I do recall the circumstances that made Swoon a touchstone, a 

record I return to at least annually.  In my sophomore year of high 

school, I had honors biology, team-taught by the girl's volleyball coach 

and a curly-haired Napoleon of a man who resembled a stumpy Tom Selleck.  

Half the grade in this class was for the dreaded "Plant Project," which 

involved collecting, identifying and mounting 50 specimens of 

non-cultivated plants indigenous to Southern California.

This meant numberous parent-led trips to the hills and deserts of 

San Bernardino County, and the laborious construction of a wooden plant

press.  I spent endless hours at a Ping-Pong table in our converted 

garage, meticulously gluing dried sprigs of junipers, lupins and Spanish

Broom to lab paper.  When my mother was out of the room, I could play the 

Smiths, but when she helped, it was always Swoon, genteel and asexual 

enough not to arouse complaint, while still being 'my' music.

I hated the work, and loved the record.  "Don't Sing," with its

tinny guitar, incongruous harmonica and Paddy MacAloon's (sic) voice 

straining out of range for "An outlaw stand in a peasant land, in every face

see Judas" conjures those hours with absolute clarity.  Swoon was a vivid 

escape from that class and all the other familiar elements of a budding 

misfit's adolescent hell.  I was beginning to write songs myself then, 

and although my early efforts used Murmur and Velvet Underground reissues 

as models for getting maximum mileage from minimal chords, I sympathized 

with Swoon's awkwardness - the way MacAloon (sic), not yet the assured 

craftsman of later records, accents the final syllable of "continUES" for 

the tune's sake, or jams the unpronounceable "four distinguished A-Level 
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Passes" into too few beats.  Even the fact that Sprout utterly failed to 

"rock" made sense to me, with my tiny Princeton amp and single-coil 

Fender on extended loan from a cousin.

All this explains the initial appeal of Swoon, but not why I 

still want to hear it, or why I'm tempted to rescue any copy I see in the 

used bin - I've even bought an extra cassette for the car.  What do I 

hear when I listen to it now?  First, the bizarre production, which tries 

and fails to normalize these melodic but deeply skewed songs by mixing 

Martin MacAloon's (sic) fussy bass parts way down and adding layers of 

string synths.  Then there are Paddy's chivalrous attempts to give 

non-playing singer Wendy Smith something to do - two words ("Plane Plane")

of her afffectless soprano in one song, "Ba ba ba"s a plenty in another.  

And there's the fact that I still can't fathom most of the guiar parts 

after hundreds of spins.

And of course, there are the words, which veer from recondite, 

seemingly private references ("Little Green Isaac, I watch you walk 

backwards through the room") to worldly-wise romantic observation ("The 

world should be free, but don't you go following suit"), and even the odd 

bit of politics.  In "Couldn't Bear to Be Special," there's a beautiful 

line barely connected with the rest of the song: "Words are trains for 

moving past what really has no name," which Paddy can barely sing, and 

which, I recently realized, expresses an almost identical idea to the 

final sections of philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein's Tractatus.  How many 

records can you say that about?

Of course, I've grown some since high-school biology, and so has 

Prefab Sprout:  Thomas Dolby-produced albums, including Steve McQueen

(probably their "best") made them famous in England and kept them obscure 

in America (where it was titled Two Wheels Good).  This year's Andromeda 

Heights, the band's first in seven years, wasn't even released here.  

I'll buy the expensive, studio-obsessed imports as long as Prefab Sprout 

exists, but I doubt it'll ever make anouther record I know every word 

to.  Still, it's only a matter of time until Swoon, with its jarring 

songcraft and Bobby Fischer references, ends up in my car again for three 

or four plays at a stretch.  As they say themselves on "Cue Fanfare": "As 

this is to me, so to you is something else."

*******************************************************************************

From: Till Raether <traether@zedat.fu-berlin.de>

Subject: Prefab Sprout newsletter/questionnaire

Thanks for the excellent work and also a happy new year from the land

where Andromeda Heights made the top region of every major BEST OF

97-list in magazines, newspapers, radio shows, etc. The release of AH in

May had a huge impact here in Germany. I don't think AH sold very well,

but it sure got a lot of publicity. Germany seems even more techno and

drum&bass crazed than the UK, and a lot of the reviews welcomed AH as the

first major achievement in traditional songwriting in years. But even if

the pendulum swings back to more song-oriented material in the charts,

traditional pop music is just not commercially successful here anymore.

I think your analysis of Prefab Sprout's release strategy is pretty
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acurate (I'm not sure about all my spelling, due to excessive new year's

eve partying last night). Stereolab would be an ideal model, but it is my

impression that that is just not what P. McAloon is shooting for. It seems

like it wouldn't make him happy to just put out an album every other year

or so, because obviously every new PS album has to be the biggest thing

since the invention of pop. It started when Steve McQueen came out and all

of a sudden it turned out that McAloon and Dolby unwittingly had recorded

one of the best pop albums ever. After that came the over-the-top

production of From Langley Park To Memphis, the gigantic effort of Jordan:

The Comeback and a perfectionism bordering on the grotesque manifest in

Andromeda Heights. I don't think we'll ever hear a me-and-my-piano album

or another Protest Songs from someone who in seven years had to built his

own studio in order to have everything sound exactly like he wanted it to,

who didn't even think of going to some other studio and tossing out a new

album three or four years ago when it turned out that the Andromeda

Heights studio had to be rebuilt because the house was molding (I read

this in an interview with some bizarre German music magazine that you get

for free in a big record store chain). My guess is that the next Prefab

Sprout release will be even more polished, lusher, more extreme than even

Andromeda Heights. And it will not come out in this millenium.

Well, I'm being pessimistic because I'd like to be surprised. 

In the past Prefab Sprout have always managed to surprise me. From the day

in 1985 when I first heard Appetite on the radio here in Berlin and it

sounded like nothing on earth. I remeber sitting on the floor of my first

girl-friend's basement room, we were drinking tea and talking about

school, I guess (we were sixteen ...), when all of a sudden this

unbelievable sound came out of her old stereo. Cool and cocky, touching

and moving at the same time. It was love at first hearing, kind of a

magical moment, something I haven't really had after this, except maybe

when I first heard Isaac Hayes' Shaft soundtrack. What still surprises me

about Prefab Sprout is the fact that they're a band (are they? No) which

has gotten better which every album. Despite all the obvious flaws (the

absence of a drummer and producer, the scarceness of Wendy Smith's

appearances), I think that Andromeda Heights is their best album. Jordan:

The Comeback means the most to me, personally, though. A pretty random top

ten of my favorite songs:

1. Scarlet Nights

2. Appetite

3. Tiffany's

4. Technique

5. Life's a Miracle

6. Andromeda Heights

7. Cars and Girls

8. Moondog

9. Don't Sing

10. The Sound of Crying

Did I mention Ice Maiden? And Anne-Marie, a secret favorite and also a

constant source of arguments with my girl-friend back in the summer ("it
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sounds like bad musical, that's all"--hilarious anecdote about Pillow

Talk, I'm sure there's an influence!). I find Swans and Whoever You Are

pretty lame, also Nightingales and The Wedding March. 

As to other bands/artists, I have to admit that the Easy Listening craze

two years ago was a welcome opportunity for me to come out of the closet

and admit that I love old soundtracks and a lot of odd 60s and 70s music.

My two favorite albums, though, are Marvin Gaye's soundtrack to Trouble

Man and Curtis Mayfield's to Superfly. 

And, well, not to forget: Won't you pour me a Cuban Breeze, Gretchen. But

that's a different story and maybe even a different newsletter. 

Take care,

Till.

(Sorry this is so long. Pretty good hangover therapy, though.)

*******************************************************************************

From: Debrah LaRue <darkpoet@best.com>

Subject: Re: Prefab Sprout E-mail Newsletter #15

Hello Darkpoet from Silicon Valley again...

I just found a video clip I thought I'd lost the other day of a live

performance of PREFAB SPROUT playing THE GOLDEN CALF live in 88' or so!

on a show they used to televise here called "world beat" I think. I was

not aware that Prefab was coming up because it appears I leapt for the

record button on the VCR because the very beginning is cut off but only

the first few seconds of the intro! The TV guide probably mentioned the

bands that were also taped "Squeeze and Tears for Fears" but they

wouldn't have advertised Prefab probably here in the "stupid" states. My

son had taped over it with some RAP music several years before he

thankfully got into ska and swing music. I was scanning through the tape

before using it for X-FILES episodes and all of the sudden I saw what

looked like Martin McAloon...my son had stopped taping over my tape just

IN TIME. I actually started crying I couldn't even believe it, it was a

miracle to me. I have been playing it over and over. I have a musician

background and the tightness of the band was just amazing live. Absolute

perfection, not a sharp or flat note in vocals or instrument to be

heard. Paddy is playing bass, very melodic but it wasn't mixed loud

enough to hear well (most "also" guitar players tend to be very melodic

in their bass style) The drums were perfect too. It was a studio quality

performance and NOW IT'S MINE! and entirely live unlike the way my other

favourite bands use tapes in the background because 20 people can't be

ON stage at once and that "tape" helps their meter along too.

I DO love Andromeda Heights, the melodies leave an intense feeling in my

soul and I love some of the lyrics. I understand the Sondheim simplicity

CAN be beautiful in a West Side Story kind of way, but my main

attraction to Prefab is in the intensity of the layered harmonies, the

depth of Thomas Dolby influenced production and his keyboard madness and

the genius poetry and bold wit of Paddy McAloon. I hope the next offing

is "steeper" and I will miss Dolby badly if the next recording stays in
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a light pop mode.  However, in the proper mood I adore my recently

acquired CD import. My loyalty will never falter for this crew. My

favourite line on the new CD is "love is the 5th horseman of the

Apocalypse" As a Poet/Author myself, it is irresistible in its imagery.

There is only one band in my life I consider to have a slight edge over

Paddy and crew, my other all time favourite musical entity, in a

different way, apples and oranges...the Gothic influenced CLAN OF XYMOX.

Pure genius, as IS Prefab in their pop genre. They are TOO GOOD for

Americans too "deep" for Americans to comprehend so in the U.S. imports

mainly are available, but like Prefab enjoy a very large audience in

Europe. It is sad, I have nearly lost hope that America (as a country)

will ever gain cultural literacy in any of the Arts, it's

embarrasing.

darkpoet@best.com

http://www.intermag.com/DPS (1st book only)

http://www.darkpoet.com    (2nd book, anti-hatred philosophy, art and

band links-coming in JAN 98 or bust, hopefully, precluding a much needed

nervous breakdown)

Debrah LaRue

*******************************************************************************

From: Binfer <binfer@wigan.demon.co.uk>

Subject: prefab sprout

hi there,

        I am looking for some info on prefab sprout for a friend of mine

and wondered if you could either help me or put me in touch with anyone

who could.

        My friend has a cd single of 'a prisoner of the past' and would

like the printed music so he can arrange it for a colliery brass band he

plays inbut can't find it in any music shops in the UK, i have searched

the web for info but to no avail, i can find the lyrics but not the

printed music. please help

--

Binfer

*******************************************************************************

From: Colin Hibbard <jgoyan@district.west-van.bc.ca>

Subject: PREFAB SPROUT QUESTIONNAIRE

Name/E-mail/URL:Colin Hibbard <jgoyan@district.west-van.bc.ca>

How you got into Prefab Sprout: A friend returned from UK in 1980 (I think)

with 7" LIMOGES.  Purchased Swoon shortly thereafter.

Favorite album:Jordan : The Comeback

Favorite song(s):Hey Manhatten, Wild Horses, Scarlet, Jordan, Girl I'm Here

Least Favorite song(s):Paris Smith, Faron Young, 

Other bands/artists you dig: Courage of Lassie, Lowest of the Low, Sing

Sing Dead Man, Junior Wells, EBTG, Jeff Buckley (RIP), 

Misc: I would highly recommend to everyone "This Side of Heaven" by Courage

of Lassie (Montreal, Canada).  This album is in my Top 10 of the DECADE.
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*******************************************************************************

From: =?ISO-8859-1?Q?F=F6rnamn_Efternamn?= <fornamn.efternamn@ncc.se>

Subject: Prefab Sprout again

Hello Ryan and thanks for a quick response to my mail! Here`s my answers to

the questionnaire and then some comments, opinions and other stuff from a

swedish fan`s point of view (don`t know what i`ll write yet!).

1. A friend of mine bought "Swoon" after hearing "When love breaks down" on

the radio (Steve McQueen was not released yet). He forced me to listen to

it, then i recorded it, then it stuck like glue. The rest is pop history.

2. "Jordan:The Comeback" without question ("A record that will be regarded

as one of the great pop symphonies of the 90`s" as a swedish paper wrote).

3. Tough one. I`ll pick one from each album: "Technique", "Appetite", "Cars

and Girls", "Life of surprises", "Wild Horses", "The sound of crying" and

"Electric Guitars".

4. Just as tough. I`ve never loved "Real life".

5. The Beautiful South, David Sylvian, David Bowie, T Rex, Pulp, The Divine

Comedy, Lightning Seeds etc etc.

And so to the "other stuff";

-You mention the "next album".

There is rumours of yet a compilation. Maybe a way for Sony to get rid of

the Sprouts, or the Sprouts to get rid if Sony. I would get rid of Sony if

i was Keith Armstrong. Their failure to sell a quality product like

"Andromeda Heights" is a disaster. To think it wouldn`t sell in USA/Canada

is a misjudgement that should lead to vacancies in Sony offices. Paddy

himself thought (in a swedish interwiew) that the next album would be

simplier than AH, more "pop" (maybe like the first quarter of JDC). It

would be fun to hear Paddys own versions of the songs given to Jimmy Nail

and Cher. Jimmy Nail calls Paddy "the best songwriter in Britain" in his

comments to the songs in his new compilation album, "The Nail File"(!!). He

can`t understand that Paddy gave away a song like "Cowboy Dreams". Neither

can I. In the sheet to the album there is also a picture from the video for

"Cowboy Dreams" showing Paddy playing drums with a great beard!

-Who are the Sprouts fans?

Well, like myself, thirtysomethings that are into what we in Sweden calls

akademikerpop (academical pop). In Sweden they do sell a few records

though. AH peaked at nr 9 (or was it 7?) the week after it took a giant

leap from nr 31 to nr 11. It stayed in the charts for about two months. In

UK it entered at nr 7 and then........it dissappeared, didn`t it? Im still

puzzled by that. I thought "Prisoners..." was a perfect single for airplay

(It got tremendous response in swedish radio, but they never stop to play

Prefab-songs).

-Good response from music press and critics(at least in the UK).

That counts for Sweden to. Paddy was interviewed in "all" the swedish

papers, daily as well as musicpress. He was interwiewed in the most

important cabeltvstation (musicwise important).Here is the ratings (right

word?) for AH in the most important papers reviewing music: 5 hornets(!) of

5 (!) and third best album of the year in "Expressen, 4 plusses of 5 in

"Aftonbladet", 8 out of ten and album of the month in "Pop", 8 out of ten
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and album of the month in "Stereo", 5 dicespots of 6 in "Svenska

Dagbladet". Impressive, no?

-Kylie Minogue covers Prefab.

All copies of "Confide in me" or "Put yourself in my place" i`ve seen

consists of remixes of the A-sides. I saw her do "If you don`t love me"

live on MTV though, as a ballad with piano only. Very beautiful (the song

to)!

-Things you would like to know, or not;

I saw the "Jordan" tour in Stockholm. It was pure magic. The audience ate

out of Paddy`s and Wendy`s hands! Would love a bootleg!!!!

I«ve got a mousepad designed as AH. I won it in a competition in a

musicpaper called "Pop" (Which swedish popsinger is "The Icemaiden"

about?).

A good thing about Sony in Sweden is that they released "A prisoner..." and

"Electric Guitars" as EP`s with all the songs on pt 1 and 2 put into one

cd. That`s what i call value for money!!!!!!!

I«ll write to you again if i think of something new or/and interesting.

Thank you, i did enjoy!

Hans

*******************************************************************************

From: Marck Bailey <marck@nwu.edu>

Subject: Prefab Sprout questionnaire

Name/E-mail/URL: Marck Bailey / marck@nwu.edu

How you got into Prefab Sprout:

i was program director for my college radio station when Steve McQueen came

out, and we had a couple of songs from that album in heavy rotation for

some time.

Favorite album: Protest Songs

Favorite song(s): Moving The River

Least Favorite song(s): None come to mind.

Other bands/artists you dig: Crowded House, Kevin Gilbert, Joni Mitchell, 

             David Baerwald.

Misc: You have to have a lot of guts to call yourself "Paddy."

(Ed. note - Marck maintains a Crowded House E-Newsletter.

 E-mail him if interested.  Definitely much more voluminous than 

 the Prefab list ... opt for the digest version.)

*******************************************************************************

From: gfarina@elogica.com.br

Subject: PREFAB SPROUT QUESTIONNAIRE
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                        PREFAB SPROUT QUESTIONNAIRE

Name/E-mail/URL: Gustavo Farina/gfarina@elogica.com.br

How you got into Prefab Sprout: I received AH cd as a gift of my brother who

lived in France

Favorite album: Andromeda Heights

Favorite song(s): Andromeda Heights

Least Favorite song(s): None

Other bands/artists you dig: Beatles, Sting, Enya, Pink Floyd, Supertramp

*******************************************************************************

From: David Darrow <ddarrow@remcen.ehhs.cmich.edu>

Subject: (no subject)

David Darrow -- ddarrow@remcen.ehhs.cmich.edu

How you got into Prefab Sprout:  Hearing the "When Love Breaks Down

Single" at about 2 in the morning back in '85

Favorite album:  Two Wheels Good, especially the CD version

Favorite song(s):  When Love Breaks Down, Desire As, Tehnique, Diana,

The Ice Maiden/Paris Smith, Nero The Zero

Least Favorite song(s):  Moving The River

Other bands/artists you dig:  Jazz Butcher, Beautiful South, Split Enz,

David J., John Coltrane, Charlie Parker, Brian Eno

*******************************************************************************

From: Marcelo Coelho <marcelo.coelho@reuters.com>

Subject: PREFAB SPROUT QUESTIONNAIRE

Name/E-mail/URL:  marcelo.coelho@reuters.com

How you got into Prefab Sprout: listening a local radio called Eldorado FM

when I was 16 year old

Favorite album: "From Langley Park to Memphis"

Favorite song(s): Cars & Girls, When Love Breaks Down, Appetite

Least Favorite song(s): Horsing Around

Other bands/artists you dig: The Style Council, Paul Weller, EBTG, Lloyd

Cole, The Cure

Misc: I am very happy to join the Prefab Sprout crew

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************

PREFAB SPROUT QUESTIONNAIRE
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Name/E-mail/URL:

How you got into Prefab Sprout:

Favorite album:

Favorite song(s):

Least Favorite song(s):

Other bands/artists you dig:

Misc:

E-mail this to: bassler@usa.net

******************************************************************************* 

  PREFAB SPROUT RELATED URL's

Temporary archive of past PS E-Newsletters ->

http://206.58.71.112/prefab

Bedford's Prefab Page ->  

http://users.deltanet.com/~plockton/sprout.html

Elfasih's Prefab page -> 

http://www.xs4all.nl/~elfasih/muziek/prefabs.html

Doc Savage's Prefab page ->

http://www.ddm-international.com:80/savage/prefab.htm

Julienne's Prefab page ->

new page still under construction

Mark Kolmar's Prefab discography ->

http://www.xnet.com/~mkolmar/music/Prefab_Sprout.html

Ola Sjostrand's Prefab page ->

http://www.prefab.demon.co.uk/

"Prefab Sprout"'s Prefab page ->

http://members.tripod.com/~prefab/

Thomas Dolby's page (The Flat Earth Society) ->

http://www.tdolby.com/

*******************************************************************************
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